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Chairman’s Ramble
Welcome to this edition of Flash and my
first ramble on these pages as
Chairman of the Class Association.
Leaving aside for a moment, all the
banter and good humour, I consider it a
privilege to be asked to chair the
Association and you can be assured I
will do my best to forward the interests
of and strengthen the CA whenever
possible.
 Firstly I must thank the outgoing
committee for their hard work over the
last year or so, Ben, David, Caroline and Sue. I think David deserves a special mention
for all the work he has achieved in putting together the Traveller Series programme
and editing Flash in such and interesting and professional way, as well as providing a
huge amount of advice and support to the new members of the CA committee,
including me, over the last few months.
 Caroline and Sue are staying on as Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer
respectively, with Lee taking on the Vice Chair and Publicity, Chris taking on the job of
events co-ordinator and Rupert editing Flash and providing some communications
support. John remains our Technical Officer as well, of course, as our Builder. The new
committee is already hard at work preparing for the year ahead. The Traveller Series
is taking shape, Lee is busy with yet more publicity ideas, Rupert is looking at how we
can improve communications for CA members and a new Yearbook concept. We have
new ideas for the Website and more work to do on the Class Rules and Constitution
in coming months.
 We are, however, building on good foundations. We’ve had a particularly strong
year on a number of fronts. The new website and Forum have undoubtly provided a
new and well liked communications channel for members and prospective members
alike. We are seeing steadily increasing use and involvement in both, as existing CA
members try out these new tools for the first time and prospective members being to
tip their toes into the Class and figure out what they might expect from us.
 We have also begun to differentiate ourselves as a Class. We have a good boat,
but at least as important, we have a friendly and welcoming group of people who are
willing and able to help newcomers to the boat, the CA and class racing in general. Our
friendly and welcoming nature is beginning to get noticed outside the Class and this is
starting to attract the attention of those thinking about buying boats and having a go at
a little racing, in a friendly, ‘safe’ and understanding environment. Even Yachts &
Yachting are picking up on this and we are hope to see even more support from them
in the coming year.
 For lots of people the talk about Class Racing, Championships, Nationals can be
a little off putting. This all sounds very serious and to some extent daunting, for those
that don’t yet know, we are no more than a group of enthusiastic amateur sailors out
to enjoy our boats and a little racing in the company of like minded people. Of course
we have a competitive edge at the front of the fleet, but even there, good manners on
the water and friendly help on-shore are a hallmark of the Class. Farther back the



racing is good natured and even helpful. There are few other classes where you are
likely to get coaching from fellow racers in the same race. It seems to me, this is what
the majority of those taking part in our events want from the CA and it is attracting the
interest of others. Maybe not the out and out racers of this world, but for the average
small club sailor, this is what they sail for, not to be experts on every rule, or shouted
at on the water, most are out to enjoy their sailing and racing in a friendly, good
natured way. Fostering this approach and making it known, can only strengthen the
Class in the long run, there are plenty of other boats to sail if you want cut-throat,
daggers drawn racing, probably the Lightning Class is not one of them.
 It is good to see some youngsters coming back to the Class for some racing as
well. The age range across the Traveller Fleet is growing nicely, the youngsters with
energy on their side competing against older hands with wily skills, really fun to watch.
 So, as well as re-enforcing our Class ethos, what else has been happening this
last year? Well, attendance at our open events has been improving at a tremendous
rate. With the Nationals, attendance overall is up some 33% on last year, still with
three events to go. Attendance at the Nationals themselves was 47% ahead and
some individual events this year have seen increases of over 60%, so we are clearly
doing something right.
 Very importantly new boats are being built again, John has five on order and
indeed by the time you are reading this, some of these will have been delivered to
owners. And there is still more interest in new boats out there. People were trying out
John’s new boat at Northampton with very complementary reports being discussed in
the boat park. The neatly scalloped sidedecks being one particularly feature that was
well liked, as it improved comfort and stability in the differing conditions that weekend.
 Podded boats are appearing everywhere now, another good success story and
providing a choice of layout, without making any older boats uncompetitive.
 The Nationals themselves this year, were a great success, even the Supersofa
crowd commented on how many Lightning were out, but more of the Nationals later
in this issue.
 To round up here, we’ll try and continue these themes through the coming year.
Nothing is broken, so we don’t need a revolution, just nice steady evolution. We’ll test
a few new things out in small ways, one being to see if we can get some winter sailing
organised. We are going to try and start this by getting a Class entry into the Bloody
Mary at Queen Mary SC in January. We need a minimum of six hardy soles for a
Class start, but I’m quite hopeful we can get that.
 We are also going to see if we can resurrect the Class Dinner that use to be a part
of the sailing and social calendar. We are thinking of something simple, just a meal
down the pub, after the Rum and mince Pie meeting at West Oxford in November, to
celebrate the end of one season and the beginning of the next. There is more about
both these ideas later in this issue.
 Finally, I’m always open to new ideas, or just a chat.

My e-mail address is on the website (www.lightning368.co.uk)
and here:wayne.jenner@btinternet.com
 Or you are welcome to text or call me, my mobile is: 07974 206605. If I can’t
answer, just leave a message and contact number and I’ll get back to you.

Best Regards and Fair Winds,
Wayne Jenner



Editorial
Welcome to my first issue of Flash Magazine. David
Machin has done a fantastic job of producing Flash
over the last year or so, with more, interesting articles
and great quality of production. He has also started the
process of moving Flash towards being an Electronic
magazine.
 However, as with anything new, there have been
teething problems. The main one in this case has been
an issue of cost. By producing an electronic magazine, printing cost ceases to be an
issue, so the length of the magazine can increase, and it can be full of colour. However,
many people (and I was one of them) chose to have the magazine in printed format.
In order to reproduce the electronic format, it was costing more to produce 20 colour
copies to send out than it did to produce 100 black and white copies previously.
 As the new editor, it fell to me to find a way through this conundrum. My conclusion
has been that both electronic and paper magazines have equal usefulness, and that
members should be able to choose which they have. However, in order to keep costs
down to what the association can afford, I’ve decided that printed copies of the “normal”
flash should be in black and white.
 In order not to reduce the service provided by the Class Association, I intend to
introduce a special Yearbook version of Flash, in full colour, coming out in the early
Spring with the new memberships. Everybody will receive a hardcopy of this along with
their membership card, and new members who join during the year will also be sent a
copy so they have both up to date contact details and an insight into what the class is
all about.
 The yearbook will be a year-round reference book for class members, containing
amongst other things, the 2011 racing and training programmes, the minutes of the
AGM, class rules, a roll of honour of previous major event winners and details of the
Committee and what their jobs entail. If anybody has ideas for what else could be
included, especially for non racers, please contact me.
 And so back to this, my first issue. Following a great Nationals, the focus of this
magazine is upon that. The windy Saturday has meant we have some exciting photos
to look at, and the discussions in the bar in the evening have produced a plethora of
advice (some of it good!) as to how to survive in such conditions, which you can find
later in this edition.

I have changed the “look” of the magazine a little, simply really because I have
different publishing programmes with which to work. Any comment (good or bad)
about how the magazine looks (in paper or on screen) please let me know, and I will
try my best to keep you all happy!
 Finally, an appeal! A magazine is only as good as its content. I’m pretty sure the
Lightning Class is inhabited by well educated, erudite people, full of experience, views
and opinions. The rest of the members would love to hear your stories, digest your
opinions and above all read things written by their peers.
 Deadline for contributions 28 November, please, but send stuff as early as you
like!

Rupert Whelan



Notes From the AGM
Reports from the Officers:
Ben, our outgoing Chairman, opened the meeting and thanked all those present for
attending and for the progress this year. Ben outlined the changes in his personal
circumstances and the reason for standing down. Ben also announced that David
would be standing down as Vice Chair, at this meeting.
 Caroline provided updates in her role as Honorary Secretary and also for Sue,
Honorary Treasurer, who could not attend.
Election of New Chairman and Committee:
Wayne Jenner was elected the new Chairman of the Class Association, Wayne will
also continue in his role of Webmaster.
Caroline and Sue were re-elected as Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer
respectively.
Lee Bratley was elected Vice Chair and Publicity Officer.
Rupert Whelan was elected Editor of Flash.
Chris Abela was elected Sailing Co-ordinator.
John Claridge will also continue in his role of Technical Officer.
Please note: The new committee is introduced to members not present at the AGM
on the 'Committee' Page of the website, which has been updated.
Issues and Debates:
The meeting debated the various items on the agenda, with much thought and good
humour. The Transitional Class Rules (with minor amendment) and Open Series
Sailing Instructions were accepted. The drafting of constitutional amendments were
also discussed with a view to bringing the constitution up to date.
 Next year's Open Series was discussed in general terms and will follow a similar
programme to this year, with one or two possible additions. Advertising, The Dinghy
Show and the Website were debated and general guidance provided to the
incoming committee.
 The future of Flash was discussed at some length in both paper and electronic
forms as was the possibility of the introduction of a Yearbook and the combination
of all three. Again general guidance was provided to the incoming committee.
 The meeting debated CA subscriptions and gave authority to the committee to
increase subscriptions to no more than £20, if the need arises, to cover the
increased cost of production for Flash and continued development of the Class
Association. There were a number of other ideas put forward which will be considered.
 The outgoing officers were thanked for their contributions to the Class
Association during their tenure and Wayne closed the meeting, wishing everyone an
enjoyable and successful end to this season and the next. Dinner and the bar
awaited us.

Wayne Jenner

The Full minutes will be published on the website and in the printed Yearbook
in the new year.



Lightning Nationals at Northampton SC, 21,22 August
Someone once told me to "Ignore WindGuru, it's
never right... never turns out what they say...
always wrong... etc etc etc".  Well, arriving at
Northampton SC on the Friday afternoon of the
Nationals weekend already had me doubting this
'advice'. 'The Guru' said 'Yellow up to Orange,
then some Red' for Friday and I think it blew
yellow, up to orange and then some red!
 It certainly felt quite brisk as Emma and I
struggled to build 'the palace' anyway!
 The Lightning camp was looking good,
actually. Like a mini-Glastonbury but with boats
instead of bands. And with better toilets,
 Entertainment was provided by Rupert and Paul who, in some moment of insanity,
took to the water as the wind built even higher - enough to put a tear in Waynes sail
as he prepared onshore (or was that a deliberate 'get out' ploy?). Either way, the two
red LNs were giving a near-masterclass in heavy wind sailing (20+ knots?) I won't
mention Paul’s capsize as that would be far too ungracious of me, suffice to say wet
neoprene would be the order of the day for Saturday!
 Actually, Friday turned into something of an informal social event. More Lightnings
arrived during the afternoon and early evening - John Claridge surely winning the

"How many boats can an Astra van haul" award of the weekend. One on top, one on
trailer, a multiple of masts and trolleys - amazing!
 Karen Cleale easily took the prize for quickest pitched tent as her pop-up device
built itself in around two nano-seconds - though points away for forgetting the mallet!

 Anyhow, the club went well above the call of duty when they opened the bar for us
and provided beautifully cooked evening meals - at their own suggestion - and, yet
again, massive thanks has to go to the galley for their superb efforts all weekend.
Holidays were delayed in order to feed and water us all... as we went on into the night.
It was VERY obvious that there would be some sore heads come Saturday, but hey,
first race wasn't until midday at least!
  So, Saturday beckoned with a bright, sunny day with a quite gentle breeze. No,
really, it did. 'Guru' had said to expect about 12 knots, rising to 15 later in the morning
and then 20+ in the afternoon. As we scanned the flat water whilst rigging, it seemed

"Ignore WindGuru" was the right advice.
 Then we went onto the water.



 Saturdays calm start was rudely disturbed by a rise in breeze... what's that?
12knots, just as WG had predicted? Some early smiles were starting to take on an air
of nervousness by now - Lee Bratley and Wayne Jenner - predicting their usual 'back
of the fleet' battle - were certainly trying to look confident, but inwardly thinking "So,
gybe or not to gybe?"
 Saturdays first race, in fairness, wasn't actually too bad. The wind was definitely
coming up, but most managed to get round and stay up. I say most, the formation
gybe team of Lee and Wayne managed a swim
downwind (caught in full glory by 'SailPics'!!)- the latter
also losing count of how many laps he'd done and, in
conjunction with Karen in Caroline Keys old boat 'Four
Naughty', set off back to the clubhouse before they'd
actually finished!
 This wasn't the only similar(ish) incident though -
after leading at the first mark, Simon Hopkins headed
off to the wrong buoy - with John Claridge in hot
pursuit! See, even at the sharp end there's the odd
blooper or two!
 Back onshore, though, there were plenty of tales
of woe as, despite the sunshine, the wind was
definitely showing signs of blowing up.....a snapped mast for Ben Harris being the
most spectacular thus far! This was an early indication of 2010s 'Leaders Curse' - just
as Ben hit the front, disaster befell him and this was not going to be the last time this
happened to others. Quite frankly, I think it'll be cheaper to sail around at the back!
 By the end of lunch, the breeze was now getting into its stride. A full blooded
20knots - and a dead run out to the start line! <gulp!>
 Now, here's a great stat for you - it at least justifies a few DNFs/DNCs/TNRs ... of
25 boats, only 11 completed all five races during the two days and, if you add in a

fairly similar rate for the Supernovas, you
can see that conditions really did turn wild
for the Saturday afternoon!
  In race two, Simon managed to go the
right way and led beautifully to the first
mark, until Marcus 'Phantom Man' Ingram
hustled up to him to overhaul Hopkins
shortly after. Simon maintains this was a
tactic, as 'leaders curse' struck again when
Marcus' boom fitting gave way and he was
out for the rest of the day. Actually, Marcus
gets my 'Hero of the Weekend' award.

Arriving feeling very very ill (I won't use Marcus' own words!) on Friday, he'd actually
left a nice prize behind someones laser onshore after race one, broke the boom (in a
borrowed boat) in race two, continued to be hugely ill all weekend, helped others
ashore as they succumbed to the elements, repaired his boat to go out again on
Sunday - only for another boom failure! A round of applause must go to the big man
who without doubt gets my 'Spirit of the Weekend' prize!



 Louis Saunders showed intent in race two, with a
magnificent win in conditions that, if anything, were
becoming tougher!
 Some 37knots was, apparently, recorded by the
Pitsford instruments - no wonder, then, that "Fortune
favours the brave" turned into "Retreat is the best
form of defence" Just getting to the line in one piece
was all some wanted to do - cross the line, retire back
to the clubhouse and sit down to let the shaking stop!
 We're not exaggerating, it really did blow a hoolie
out there! Once again, though, the masters showed
the way. In fact, I watched John Claridge actually
start catching a rapid windsurfer at one point - so
don't ever let anyone say that the LNs can't be fast!!!
 Race three featured a magnificent port-end start for Graham Nelson and Bob
Haynes - I don't know whether they meant it or simply closed their eyes, either way, it
set Graham up for a superb lead that he held all the way... almost! ... The final
gybe-mark put paid to his Kicker and that was it. Out. After a simply glorious start and
consolidating race.

 Hopkins junior was also in the
wars. In fact, the rescue boat was
despatched as Matt was seen with
his head in his hands - a boom/head
strike maybe? ...no. Just Matt
groaning in frustration as his
mainsheet stripped, leaving nary a
thread to hold onto. An inglorious
tow back in was, again, little reward
for a great showing so far.
 So, day one ended with a win for

Ben Harris. Without that snapped mast maybe things could have been different - and
without the sporting nature of the Lightning class it would have been as John lent Ben
a spare mast for the rest of the event. See, we're a lovely bunch!
 Sunday’s 10am start was a distant thought as Saturday night beers and chat
flowed very well indeed... not many kept up with Karen’s G&T-ability though! and, as
the bar threw us out just shy of midnight, we
staggered to tents (and bushes! <ahem!>)
and down to bed to await day two.
 ...Which arrived much as Saturday did -
quiet, not a breath on the water and a crisp,
blue sky. Yeah, whatever Mr Windguru -
8knots gusting to 10? All day? no, that can't
be....
 But it was.
 And so, the two remaining races of the
2010 Lightning Nationals took place under
bright sky, warm sunshine, gentle breeze -



and a private air display! Northampton SC
Commodore was actually assisting with the
nearby Sywell Air Show and had managed to
have a couple of aircraft - and one stunting
biplane in particular - to overfly the reservoir!
Now, how cool is that?
 Running back to back, the final two races
were far more 'tactical' than Saturday’s fest of
'hold-on-and-pray'... Wayne actually called
“starboard!” though the recipient didn't really
know what that meant: "It means get out of my
way. Please" he added, polite as ever!
 There were some great battles all the way
down the fleet today... with the rear-end being
joined by Paul White - who became
something of a 'Life of Brian' figure as we all

decided "Follow him!"...very funny!
 Not that they were uneventful, but Sundays races
were a lovely break from Saturdays 'survival' and, as I'm
always at the back, I couldn't really see what was going
on up front!  Actually, the biggest trauma was in
crossing Supernovas around the figure-of-eight course!
Louis (narrowly ahead of Simon) and Caroline
(overtaking Rupert at the last mark) were the victors
today - Caroline also taking the 'Stewartby Trophy' in
winning race 5.
 Louis had done enough to wind the Championship,
with Simon Hopkins leading a very good effort from Up
River YC in second. Had there been a team award, Up
River - with 2nd, 4th, 7th, 11th and 21st (Marcus'
unfortunate placing) would surely have grabbed that one.
 So there you are, the 2010 Nationals. My first ever
- in my first year of boat ownership of any kind. Sure, it

was a daunting prospect,
but it was also a huge amount of fun.
 No egos, plenty of banter and assistance from the
experts freely dished out to those of us a little less
capable!
 If you want to read a more 'formal' report, go to
http://www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/?article=153502
, but for me, Lightning sailing isn't about 'formality' - my
memories are of a brilliant, happy and fun weekend of
sailing.
 I can proudly tell my friends that I'm the 22nd best
Lightning368 sailor in the UK!

Lee Bratley

Winner Louis Saunders



Pos Sail No Helm Club R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Pts
1st 104 SAUNDERS Louis Combs SC 3 1 2 1 -6 7
2nd 70 HOPKINS Simon Up River YC 6 2 3 2 -10 13
3rd 402 CLARIDGE John Royal Lymington YC 2 4 5 -9 4 15
4th 325 HARRIS Ben Up River YC (DNF) 6 1 5 5 17
5th 74 W HELAN Rupert W hitefriars SC 4 10 (DNF) 3 2 19
6th 44 W HITE Paul Haversham SC 1 3 4 12 -16 20
7th 253 YARW OOD Penny Up River YC 5 5 7 -8 3 20
8th 406 KEY Caroline W est Oxfordshire SC 9 15 (DNF) 7 1 32

9th 230 SPENCER Hugh
Royal Plymouth
Corinthian YC -11 11 9 4 8 32

10th 236 STYLES Adam Evesham SC 8 8 6 10 -11 32
11th 288 HOPKINS Matt Up River YC (DNF) 9 DNF 6 7 40
12th 292 STYLES Simon Evesham SC 12 -13 8 11 9 40
13th 263 JACKS Tony Evesham SC -14 12 10 14 12 48
14th 90 NELSON Graham Ouse Amateur SC 10 7 DNF -19 18 53
15th 160 HAYNES Bob Haversham SC 16 14 12 -20 17 59

16th 291 HEATH Jane
Burnham Overy Staithe
SC 17 (DNS) DNS 13 14 63

17th 282 THOMAS James Herts County SC 13 (TNR) TNR 16 15 63
18th 280 SW ORDY Dave Hillingdon OAC 18 17 11 18 -23 64
19th 332 STUBBS Robin Haversham SC -19 16 DNF 17 13 64
20th 26 MACHIN David Haversham SC 15 (DNF) TNR 15 19 68
21st 403 INGRAM Marcus Up River YC 7 TNR TNR (DNF) TNR 72
22nd 21 BRATLEY Lee Manor Park SC -21 TNR TNR 21 20 80
23rd 115 GORDON Sarah Haversham SC 20 TNR TNR -22 21 80
24th 172 JENNER W ayne W est Oxfordshire SC (DNF) TNR TNR 24 22 85
25th 400 CLEALE Karen Haversham SC (DNF) TNR TNR 23 24 86

Full Results from the 2010 Lightning Nationals, Northampton SC
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Lightnings in a blow, & in the light stuff
The weather at Northampton this year was one of extremes. Saturday saw survival
conditions, Sunday light and shifty. Very few competitors seemed to be masters of both.
On the Saturday evening, there was a discussion around the dinner table concerning
surviving in a blow. The ideas below come from that discussion. The light wind sailing
tips are mostly mine, with additional advice from the person who sailed past me in the
last race down the run…given as she sailed past!

Surviving the blow
Upwind: Very simple, really! Pull Cunningham
(downhaul), outhaul and kicking strap on as
hard as you can to flatten the sail as much as
possible. If it is so windy that you are still being
blown flat, release the kicker a fair amount
(trial and error) until the wind is blowing out of
the top of the sail and the top batten is backing.
You won’t go upwind at all well, but might
make it back to the shore in one piece.
 Lift the centreboard 1/4 to 1/3 the way up,
as this allows the centre of Lateral resistance
to move aft, and allows the boat to drift
sideways more, rather than tipping over.
Don’t Cleat the Mainsheet!
Try and keep the boat fairly flat, by spilling lots of wind out of the sail when necessary,
rather than allowing the boat to be pinned over by the wind. Pushing the boat into the
wind in the gusts can also allow the sail to back, but you have to be very careful not to
end up stalled head to wind, and remember to bear away when the gust passes, back
onto a close hauled course.
 In the next issue, we shall go into more detail on upwind technique, based on the
experience of Simon Hopkins, who was 2nd at this year’s Nationals.
The windward mark: Several views here! One was to take the boat by surprise – in
other words, instead of a gentle, cautious curve from close hauled to broad reaching
or running, do it suddenly! Practice, though, as it can cause a swim to windward…
Keep the Cunningham (though one view is to let this off to reduce twist) and outhaul
on – there is plenty of power in the sail still – more than enough!  Some people didn’t
let off the kicker; others let out enough to help keep the bow out (about 6” of rope in a
16:1 system) while others let out yet more. No one let out as much as in lighter
conditions, and only way to find out what works for you is to try it!
Offwind: On the reaches, sit as far back as you can in the boat. Bear off in the gusts,
luff back up in the lulls, and hope that there aren’t so many gusts you miss the mark!
Running in these conditions was the most difficult point of sailing. Some of us reached
down the run, either gybing or wearing round (more of that later) before heading for
the mark.
 Others ran straight downwind. Keep the boom at less than 90o  to the centreline,
keep the boat a tiny bit (really, a very, very tiny bit!) heeled to windward (by sitting on
the inner edge of the cockpit or on the stern deck) rather than kneeling in the bottom,



which seemed to cause most of the non
gybing swims! When running, luff up and
sheet in in the gusts, and bear away and
sheet out in the lulls.
Gybing (or capsize righting practice, as
it is otherwise known!): First thing you
need for a gybe – confidence! The boat
should gybe when YOU want it to... If the
boat is moving fast, there is less pressure
on the sail, and it comes across more
easily, so don’t try and gube when the boat is slowing down. Waiting for a lull is
probebly sensible. Have the centreboard about 2/3 down – enough to stand on when
it all goes wrong!  Any more and the boat can trip over the board. It is easier to gybe
when there is room to turn the boat off a dead run if things start to get wobbly. Bad idea
to gybe with the mark on one side and a boat on the other, if you can possibly help it,
as it will nearly always end badly! Don’t forget to straighten the tiller as the sail is
passing over your head, to stop the boat spinning to the new windward side. And don’t
commit your weight too early to either side – you’ll just magnify the deathrolls…
Then practise, practise, practise!
If you feel that the chances of a swim are greater than the possible gains to be made
by being brave, it is possible to tack the boat round instead. This isn’t as simple as it
sounds. Firstly, you’ll need room, and if you are taking room at the mark from boats
outside, you have to gybe if they intend to and you can’t get out of the way in time.
Make sure you go far enough from the mark that when you luff up (pull the sail in as
you do this!) and tack, you will have room to bear away (let the sail out again!) without
burying the bows and/or passing the mark on the wrong side. It is nearly as easy to
capsize doing this as gybing – but not quite!

Lightnings in the light
This is so different to the above that is as much a different sport as Tennis is to
Badminton, say.
Upwind: Don’t pull anything on tight! Cunningham should be pulled on enough to take
a little of the folded look out of the front edge, maybe, but for goodness sake don’t try
and give the sail a smooth luff – very slow…
 Some people like a fairly tight foot in the light on the theory that the wind can more
easily flow round a flatter shape. I’m not one of them. I have a nice baggy foot, just a
little tighter than for reaching. Kicker is just there for decoration, really, and to stop the
boom skying in a puff. The mainsheet shouldn’t be pulled in beyond the point where it
starts to pull downwards – if you imagine you are trying to let the sail breathe, and
leech tension is strangling it, you should get the idea. When a puff comes, you can pull
it in a little to create drive, but don’t forget to gently let it go when with puff dies again.
 So, where to sit in the boat? Some will say as far forward as possible (especially
the lightest in the fleet), and they may be right, especially in a Thwartless Wonder!
Personally, I tend to sit on my thwart, and it seems to work, especially if tacking
frequently. However, if sat that far aft, it is vital to heel the boat well to leeward, just
bringing her upright in the puffs (same time as mainsheet comes in – see it all fits
together) and then letting her heel again in the lulls. I tend to sail heeled into rather



stronger wind strengths than many others (remember, we are talking drifters here) as
I find it helps with spotting the all important lifts.
Tacking: Tacking in light winds
is an art form. Remember the
rules, though; the boat cannot
come out of a tack faster than it
went in, due to your actions. In
light winds, though, your tack
can start a little way before you
push the tiller over. Gently allow
the heeled boat to luff up into
the wind. The boat will start to
slow, but gains ground to
windward. There are many
excellent pieces on roll tacking in Yachts and Yachting and books. Read them, and
then spend as much time practicing as you can.
 The real question is: when to tack? Because you are bored? Because you are
sailing from one side of the water to the other? No. Tack on the windshifts. It is very
rare that I’ll bear away on a header, unless there is someone in the way, or I really,
really need to cross the course for other reasons (at Northampton, because the mark
was over there, and we had to get there somehow). So, if the sail backs, tack. Simple
as that!
The windward mark: Much more simple than in a blow! Bring the boat flat or, if
enough wind, heeled a little to windward, and bear away. Easy – no nose dives or
capsizes – I like light wind sailing! Do it smoothly, though, or the boat will stop. Make
sure your blocks run fairly freely, or you end up stopping while trying to shove the
boom out. I free the Cunningham and outhaul completely (my outhaul is set up to stop
at the right place without re-cleating) and there should be enough kicker on to stop the
boom flying in the air in a puff. Not much at all, really. Centreboard up, where to does
not seem especially critical, really, though others may disagree!
Offwind: Reaching and running, sit as far forward as you can. The Lightning has a big,
fat transom, and you want it out of the water. Reaching, keep the boat upright if there
is enough breeze to keep the sail filled, otherwise heel to leeward to allow gravity to
help, and to reduce wetted surface. Running, get the boom out past 90o and heel the
boat to windward, allowing the boom to fall forward, rather than back into the boat. This
allows the sail to be above the hull, so the boat sails straight. Sailing by the lee (the
flow over the sail is going from leech to the mast, and the wind indicator is telling you
to gybe) is very quick, too. If sat like this in a Giles boat, you may find it feels odd and
somewhat tippy, as you have to sit on the sharp edge where deck turns to tank. In a
Claridge boat, the scalloped deck edge makes things feel a whole lot more stable.
Gybing: Roll gybes every time. Plenty written about them in other publications, just
keep the boat moving through the gybe, and make sure the top batten pops.
Well, I hope some of this helps - I shall be going out and practising it all myself, now,
as it is easier to write about than it is to do!

Rupert Whelan and the nationals fleet



Lee’s First Nationals
Two years ago, I was a mild-mannered, bespectacled geek that knew how to put a few
pints away, existing in perma-hangover land with friends in the pub.
 Today, I find myself leafing through the 'Purple Marine' catalogue with the same
vigour that I ordered Stella Artois...my lexicon is now littered with talk of 'Kicking straps',
5mm neoprene and hiking pants! To the uninitiated - and my friends are certainly
uninitiated - it raises more than a few eyebrows as thoughts of dodgy clubs and odd
people spring to mind.
 So, what's changed? how has this 'built like a blade of grass' beer monster turned
into a dinghy sailing obsessive?
It's all down to a guy called Neil Chipping.
 Along with my partner Emma, I'm a member of the 'Spice' activity group. One such
activity on offer was "Dinghy Sailing for the terrified". Now, my late-father and my
brother used to sail together many years ago, but I never saw the appeal...but
suddenly, it seemed, I just needed to find out why they had loved this sport so much.
 So, £25 and one day later, I was hooked!
 Neil was my instructor and directed me to his 'home' club - Manor Park...a place
that I didn't even know existed - and it was, literally, 2 miles from my house!
In September 2008, I passed my Dinghy Sailing Level One (fanfare please) in a mix of
Coypu and Miracle dinghies...on a flat calm day.
 The intention was never to race, noooooooo, that was faaaaaaarrrrrr from my mind.
All too 'serious', all too 'intense'...not 'fun' I thought. No, it was just so that Emma and I
could float around on the lakes and enjoy the lovely countryside (MPSC is a beautiful
place to sail).
 The big problem came, though, when I capsized a Coypu (allegedly un-
capsizeable!) whilst sailing on my own...struggling to get the full-to-the-brim boat back
to shore and then needing to call Emma to come and help with bailing (90minutes later
the boat was 'light' enough for two of us to pull it back up the beach) - it was obvious
that we needed a nice, light single hander.
 That's when I met 'Ginger'.
 LN21 was an abandoned boat at our club. She was in good basic nick, but needed
some work to bring her up
to 'proper' spec...a
complete re-rigging was
the main task of any
urgency. So, boat
purchased for £250, I set
about the job in
hand...vowing all the time
that: "this is the last bit now"
 John Claridge supplied
a full set of blocks & control
lines, a new mainsheet
was sourced....then a new
sail.........then new blocks
and ratchet................then
the pod kit....... This is ME!!!!!!



 Yeah, that "Last bit" never seems to come does it?
 All this time, though, my clubmates had convinced me to go racing with them on
Sundays. MPSC is a VERY sociable club. Racing is taken fairly seriously by some, but
never to the point of dismissing the newbies, certainly there's a lot of camaraderie at
the back!
 In fact, they actively encouraged me and helped with any hassles that I was having.
Racing, I could now see, is the best way to improve your sailing full stop. It's not about
the results, it's about improving skills - and if you find the right crowd, it isn't daunting in
the slightest.
 As I became a little better - "less last" is my goal - I noticed that I needed to be able
to pitch myself against other Lightnings. We only have two at our club and the other
(101) is owned by my non-racing girlfriend Emma.
 After finding the earlier LN forum incarnation and after chatting with Wayne at the
Dinghy show, I was convinced that LN class racing was as jovial and as much fun as
my club racing at MPSC,
 So, on May 22nd 2010,
I pitched up at Farmoor
Reservoir to take part in my
first ever dinghy 'Open' , in
my first ever boat.
 I was petrified.
Absolutely petrified......could
I cope? would I make a fool
of myself? would the other
sailors be a cliquey little
bunch? Upon arrival, I met
Wayne, who introduced me
to Caroline Key.   "This is
Caroline?" I thought as she
exuded a welcoming friendliness...."but she wins loads? She’s supposed to be aloof
and distant like all top sailors"....I was amazed. I guess we all have stereotypes in our
heads, but to me the winners and top end of sailing fleets equated to deadly serious
Olympians and very serious looking people.....how wrong could I have been?
 Meeting Caroline, Wayne, Hugh, Adam, Simon et al on that morning instantly
calmed my nerves. These were a nice bunch of people!
 As for the racing? well, for sure, I was at the back, but it wasn't daunting - it was
exactly like back at Manor Park...respect for everyone irrespective of ability, a lot of help
and advice and a good, evenly matched fleet from front to back. I didn't finish last either!
 A fantastic intro to class sailing...and a fantastic confirmation that I had, somewhat
fortuitously, dropped on the right class for me.
 A second Open at Dovestone was undertaken...same friendliness, some familiar
faces and, again, I wasn't last - at the tail end, but not last. So now the decision: shall I
do 'The Nationals'?
 To me this was a whole new ball game, but y'know, it was no different to a 'regular'
open meeting - albeit on a bigger scale. Lots of friendly Lightning sailors, lots of banter,
lots of sociability...it was hard for me to take in that under two years ago I hadn't so
much as set foot in a dinghy, now here I am in the clubhouse of Northampton Sailing

Arrival at Farmoor



Club, sharing stories and drinking beer
with a very, very lovely bunch of people,
all of whom were here to race Lightnings
over the next couple of days.
 The change in my life, over the last few
years has been dramatic and  was
summed up when I received a text from
one of my friends on the Friday evening:

"What you up to? fancy a few in the
Earl?"  my reply?: "Sorry dude, no can
do...I'm racing in the National
Championships this weekend!".....how
many times did I read that before I sent it?

Incredible.
 If anyone is debating whether or not to take part? All I can say is give it a go. Don't
be concerned about whether you're 'good enough' etc.....besides, Wayne and I guard
the back of the fleet quite jealously, you'll have a battle on your hands if you think
you're going to take last place from us!!!!

Lee Bratley

Class Dinner
With things for the Class moving along so well this year, we have been considering if
we can revive the Class dinner as a wrap-up to the season and a celebration of our
progress. We're not talking anything fancy, just a meal down the pub, after the Rum
& Mince Pie event at West Oxford SC on the 6th November.
 Caroline is looking for a suitable venue. The idea would be to finish the racing,
pack-up and disappear to the pub for a meal and a chat. We'd also likely do the
presentations there as well.
 We are not talking mega expensive, menu options we are looking at are about
£15 a head, nor would we be particularly late, planning on sitting down to dinner,
around 6 o'clock or soon after.
 Everyone is welcome, whether sailing or not, even just come along to watch a bit
of the racing in the afternoon and go for the meal.
 We do need to have some idea of numbers, so we don't entirely surprise the pub,
either way. We are trying to avoid the idea of tickets, but it would be very helpful
(meaning fairly essential) that people drop us a note if they are planning on coming
along, so we can give the pub numbers.
 We'll post a menu up on the website, so could those interested please, please
drop Caroline an e-mail to that effect. Guests, Partners and Significant Others, are
very welcome, so if more than one in your party, please remember to say so, they are
all very welcome to join us.
 This will be a nice opportunity to round off the season and enjoy a small social
event, even put a few faces to names you've seen here and on the website. Hope you
can come along.

Wayne Jenner

A Farmoor SC local with whom
Lee made friends



Noble Marine

Lightning 368 Inlands
at

Haversham SC
Saturday 25 September

First race at 11.30
For more information contact

Robin Stubbs at
safetyboat@havershamsc.co.uk,

or by phone on 01 908 225 657
or go online at www.havershamsc.co.uk

Kindly Sponsor The Lightning 368

Inland Championships
www.noblemarine.co.uk  Telephone: (01636) 707606



Venue: West Oxfordshire Sailing Club
Date: 6 November 2010
Three races, two to count.  Entry fee £10.00 including Lunch
Briefing 11 am, first race 11.30
The last event to be held this year, start of the Travelers Series for
Next Year.  Come along and enjoy the fun.
Also looking to arrange a meal at a local pub, so we can celebrate the
end of the sailing year in style.  More information will be on the website,
but if you are interested, please let me know.
Contact: Caroline Key 01993 857957 (home), Mobile 07976 252463
Email caroline.key@adrianhollier.co.uk ,
Club 01865 300441 (on the day)



Lightning 368
Winter Meeting

At The

Bloody Mary
Pursuit Race

Saturday January 8th

at Queen Mary S.C.

By joining in this famous event, we can
have a Lightning Race within the most
prestigious Winter handicap event in

Britain. More information can be found at:
www.queenmary.org.uk


